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Abstract 

With the increasing quantity of soldier equipment in some cases weighing up to 50kg 

per soldier, a need to decrease the workload of the soldier emerges. There are several 

conventional solutions in the working, amongst them there are unmanned ground 

vehicles. But pack animals has for a long time played a major role in war, as modes  

of transportation, logistics and battle. This study will compare two UGV:s the LS3 and 

the TAROS V2 to the horse. The purpose is to compare old technology to new  

to a relatively new problem of high equipment weight. 

The method used to compare is a military technical system analysis, with the use  

of a multi-criteria and SWOT analysis. The result of the comparison is that the one  

of the UGV:s have better mobility and endurance that are up to date with today’s 

standards. 
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Introduction 

In 2010 the Swedish armed forces where professionalized from an army of conscripts 

to an army of professionals. The conscripts did a 11 month services with high work 

load, often working 12-14 hours a day. Since the Professionalization, the contract for 

the regular soldier has been cut back to 8 hours work day, when on exercisers and 

deployments this can be stretch to 24 hours a days. The length of the contract  

is maximum of 8 years, depending on the service. After that there is no program  

to incorporate the soldiers to civilian jobs (source needed). Soldiers will have to have 

functional bodies in order to get a job after their service 

As soldiers stay for longer and the weight of the equipment increases, the risk of injury 

rises. The problem with the extra weight is not only more injuries but also faster combat 

fatigue and less maneuverability. The soldier’s burden has risen thru out the years, 

especially in conflicts like Afghanistan and Iraq, where soldiers are obligated to wear 

all their protective gear in the extremely harsh climate. Also these types of conflict 

(COIN) are suitable for light infantry making mechanization less important. This trend 

may come to an end and we will go back to more conventional armies. But the problem 

for small units who must carry their own logistics like, Reconnaissance, rangers, 

Special Forces and marines still remain the same. 

I have personally seen many good soldiers injured due to heavy loads. I served  

as a marine during my conscription and later I served as an professional squad leader 

in the Swedish marines. In my unit we often carried up to 60kg of equipment, some 

more and some less. And I have seen soldiers becoming demoralized due to the heavy 

load. 

In the author’s point of view, there is a need for a system that can carry soldier 

equipment and be able to go where the soldiers go. Both to decrease work related 

injuries and to improve soldier mobility. Some systems are under development for just 

that reason, Unmanned Ground Vehicles like the DARPAS LS3 and the Czech TAROS 

V2. These systems are highly sophisticated and expensive and may in the future  

be somewhat autonomous. But for several thousands of year’s pack animals has been 

used for the same reasons. For carrying equipment that the soldiers do not immediately 

need, extra ammunition, tents and so on. In this case horses, due to the fact that  
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we live in the tempered area, and horses are easily accessible. Furthermore is the 

horse a versatile animal with many different breeds. They are well adapted for the 

terrain and geography of Europe, during summer time they are easy to sustain, during 

wintertime they can in some cases function as sustenance.  

This study theoretically compares the old solution of the horse to the new of the UGV:s, 

both using mathematical and general thesis methods. It relevance is to those trying  

to find systems solutions for the problem of overburden troops. 
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1 Background 

In this chapter the problem is described and in what scenario the UGV:s are to operate 

to make the analysis more precise. The chapter also presents the chosen theory  

for the analysis. 

1.1 Problem description 

Figure 1 shows a graph on the load carried by various infantry units thru history. 

Ranging from the Greek hoplites to the firs gulf war in Kuwait. 

Source: [1] 

Up until the 18th century, loads carried by troops seldom exceeded 15kg of weight.  

The rest was carried by auxiliary troops and horses. After the 18th century, armies 

where becoming more and more professional and disciplined, which required  

the troops to carry their own load [1] The estimated increase in load from  

the Napoleonic wars to the US rangers in Kuwait is 50kg (Napoleonic soldier carrying 

15kg, US ranger carrying 65kg). While the weight of the soldier has risen from 56kg  

to 79kg during the same period, a difference of 23kg  

Studies has shown that soldiers during exercisers, with normal equipment are lacking 

the necessary energy to conduct their duties [2]. It has also been shown that they 

weight of the equipment is in direct correlation with sustained injuries [3]. It has also 

been shown that as the mass increases, it negatively affect the soldiers performance 

Figure 1: Load carried on march by various infantry units. 
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in other tasks, such as long-distance running, short sprints, agility runs and obstacle 

course traversals. It is estimated that the decrements is approximately 1% to 3%  

per kilogram of extra weight load [1].  

The idea of robots carrying gear for troops has been around for more than a decade. 

As today’s dismounted soldier are carrying more than 100 pounds of equipment.  

The result this burden is a negative impact on the readiness of the soldier, with fatigue 

and physical strain. For the US army it has been one of the top five science and 

technological challenges (DARPA). There are several UGV in the making and the  

US army's Squad Multipurpose Equipment Transport (S-MET) program has recently 

conducted several evaluation test on six of the candidates [4]. For their evaluations, 

the S-MET must be able to carry 1000 pounds, the equivalent of a nine-man squad’s 

equipment for a 72 hour mission. As well as maintaining a 4 km/h marching pace for 8 

hours. And achieve a top speed of 38 km/h for short bursts. And be able to traverse 

30% slopes and descend 60% reverse slopes [4]. 

During the Second World War, horses was used extensively, they were used to carry 

supplies, transporting troops and field artillery. It’s estimated that there were 

approximately 3 million horses serving in all theaters of the Second World War.  

The Soviet Union lost almost two thirds of its 21 million horses. In the First World War 

almost 8 million horses died, one author reports that one of the reason the Germans 

lost was that they ran out of horses [5, p. 10].  

Some preliminary research has been made on the horse being an asset in modern 

armies. One author asked whether the horse can be an asset for the Military 

Observation Team, a small unit that operates independently. He concluded that the 

horse can in some cases replace the motorized vehicle, especially in mountainous 

areas with a low risk of combat and on social patrols. He also recommended further 

research on the logistical aspects of the horse [6]. 

Another author made a analysis on methods used of logistics in enemy territory.  

One of the methods is self-sufficiency. The negative aspect of this is that it always hard 

to get an adequate amount of supplies since it gets very heavy and therefore you 

always have to prioritize [7]. With a system that can carry supplies for the small unit 

the negative aspects can be reduced. 
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This thesis is a system analysis that examines the UGV:s compared to the horse  

as a system of small unit logistics. To make it more precise a given scenario must  

be met. 

1.2 Scenario 

The system will function as an equipment carrier that relives the soldiers from 

equipment usually carried in a backpack. Scenario is an 8 man squad, each carrying 

65kg of weight, on a longer mission as reconnaissance, ambush behind enemy lines 

or long range patrols in remote areas. The climate and topological setting is the 

European environment.  

The requirement are 

 The system must be able to traverse almost all terrain that the soldier can 

traverse; 

 It must be able to carry at least 100kg of equipment; 

 It must have be able to operate for at least 24 hour missions; 

 It must have a speed that is the same or greater than an average soldier; 

 It must work in a combat environment in European climates. 

The UGV chosen for this comparison is the American LS3, Legged Squad Support 

System that is in development for just that purpose, and the Czech TAROS V2.  

A wheel based small all-terrain UGV under development by the Czech University  

of Defense.  

1.3 Theoretical connection 

This study will use the theory of the six fundamental capabilities from the Swedish 

Military strategical doctrine 2012. The capabilities are Combating (fire), Intelligence, 

Mobility, Endurance, Protection and Command [8]. These elements where motivated 

as an analytic model to break down and comprehend difficult combat scenarios.  

This study will use Movement and Endurance as elements of the analysis.  

The capabilities themselves are general in there description, as described below,  

and needs to be braked down to make them useful in the text analysis. Furthermore 

there is a need to define where the study will focus in the field of logistics. 
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1.3.1 Logistics 

The term logistics derives from the Greek word logisteuein which mean  

“to administrate”. In modern term it can be understood as “the support and transport  

of armed forces” [9, p. 104]. Antoine Jomini was the first to define concept of logistics  

as a part of the art of war. He defined it as “the art of moving and servicing troops  

in accordance with the tactical and strategical requirements”. Further on Eric Maraise,  

a French military historian divided the term logistics in to three subparts. 

Support and transport – the art of ensuring a reasonable amount of provisions  

in terms of war material and keeping the troops and the equipment in a good condition. 

Selection and evacuation – evaluation, retraction and replacement of personnel and 

equipment that has been taken out of action. 

Restoration – Maintenance and reparation of equipment as well as medical care for 

the wounded [9, p. 105]. 

Moshe Kress, an Israeli logistics expert, determines that there are three different 

methods to support the armed forces. To acquire resources from the battlefield,  

or the troops carry their own resources and lastly to bring up the resources from further 

back, passing through main supply routes, down the logistical chain. In the older times 

it was much easier, food and water would be plundered as the army progress through 

the countryside. The feed for the pack animals could be acquired in a similar way.  

As armies got bigger and more motorized, by the 19th century, the need for the last 

mentioned method arose. The railway system became a necessity to keep this armies 

moving, and armies fast became dependent of the railway system working [9, p. 106]. 

Tactical logistics - Kress also divides the term logistics into strategical logistics, 

operational logistics and tactical logistics. In this study the term tactical logistics  

is of importance. Logistics on a tactical level is used to support the battle itself.  

It can be everything from bringing up food, ammunition, water, fuel and repairing 

equipment, evacuating and hospitalizing wounded to taking care of prisoners of war. 

Tactical logistics is diffuse and confusing in its ever changing environment, often due 

to enemy activity. On this level it is important to bring the right equipment, with right 

amount, at the right place and in the right time. To make it less abstract, the author  

of the book Powering War - Modern Land Force, Foxton defines this logistical combat 

zone as the area within the furthest reach of the enemy artillery and the front line.  
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In this area the supplies are stored on trucks and other motorized vehicles that are 

attached to the unit in combat. So they can be easily moved when the combat unit 

advances or retreats [9, pp. 107-108]. This is the area of logistics where the study 

takes place. 

1.3.2 Mobility 

This capability is built up with infrastructure, special transport units, the combat units 

own transport units and fieldworks in support of own movement. Mobility is essential 

for the units to develop combat effectiveness (fire), but also to enable logistical support. 

Within the tactical level, mobility is the ability to advance without infrastructure.  

Through using terrain that’s not obvious to the enemy, the combat units strength can 

be enhanced, and the element of surprise achieved. On the lowest level, the weapon 

platform, will the speed of the platform have a correlation with the enemies ability  

to intercept and destroy the platform. With greater speeds, a reduction of the probability 

to intercept and acquire the target will accrue [10, pp. 11-12]. 

In the analysis, mobility is braked down to terrain capability with the elements of snow 

capability, amphibious capability, marching pace and top speed. When analyzing 

the term “all-terrain vehicles”, the study will look at the limitations of that mode  

of transportation. 

1.3.3 Endurance 

According to theory, endurance is to maintain combat reediness of the unit. To achieve 

this, it’s necessary to combine a combination of logistics. Including munition, food, 

water supplements, technical maintenance and amongst other things health-care.  

On a platoon level, it is bound to the combat organization, a badly managed 

organization can lead to throwbacks in for example maintenance and munition 

supplements. On the lowest level, the weapon platform, the capability of carrying 

munitions in the right amount becomes essential. So that the unit can perform their 

tasks without a constant stream of supplies [10]. 

As described above, endurance is to maintain combat reediness, and it’s a combination 

of logistics. In the analysis part, the study will focus supplements and maintenance  

of the different solutions. Factors are; payload, range, fuel consumption  

and reliability. Where data about reliability is insufficient, a assessment will be made  

to the systems complexity and the dependability on maintenance (service intervals). 
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1.4 Conclusions 

There is a problem with soldiers carrying their own supplies, both in insufficient amount 

of supplies and reduced combat readiness. Horses and UGV are and have been used 

to perform similar tasks as an equipment carrier. There is grounds for a comparison 

between systems.  
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2 Goal & Method 

In this chapter goal and methods are presented as well as sources and limitations. 

2.1 Goal 

The goal of the bachelor thesis is to compare UGV:s, Unmanned Ground Vehicles,  

to the horse. To achieve this data and information must be collected in the aspects  

of mobility and endurance. The data must be standardized to the same units to make 

the comparison viable. To compare the data a multi-criteria analysis is used, in this 

case a combination of Saaty´s method and Metfessel´s application of 100 points.  

The systems are thereafter compared in a SWOT- analysis, where their traits  

are discussed. Finally a recommendation is made in which benefits and drawback  

are discussed. 

2.2 Limitations 

A big portion of the data gathered for the comparison are from developer’s websites  

or oral communication based on meetings. This means that some of the data may  

be over estimates. Also the fact that the two UGV:s are still under development  

and depending on time and money the performance figures can change. Furthermore 

financial aspects will not be analyzed as a part of the comparison. In the field of logistics 

the focus will be on equipment carrying systems, not on aspects of transportation  

nor storage. 

2.3 Methods 

The study is a comparative system analysis between three systems, that are designed 

to preform similar tasks with one thing in common, small unit logistics. The systems 

will be compared by their performance, and analyzed with the six fundamental 

capabilities as a background theory. 

Initially the paper will explain and define the theory behind the six fundamental 

capabilities and which capabilities that this study will focus on, in this case it is mobility 

and endurance. Thereafter are each of the systems, presented and performance 

analyzed, with a connection to mobility and endurance. 
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Figure 2 shows a graphical model of the method used in this thesis, military technical 

system analysis. The method is used to produce material for decision making. It can 

be used to compare and analyze several similar systems. 

The first part is to formulate and define a problem. The second part is to generate 

alternatives that could solve the problem. Thereafter an analysis is conducted that 

includes gathering of data, calculation of cost and effect. The next part is called 

alternative valuation and it can be a combination of a multi-criteria empirical analysis 

and a SWOT-analysis, as it is in this study. Its purpose is to compare the alternatives 

to the task or the problem at hand. In this phase it also important to clarify the 

uncertainties for the result, especially when it comes to the systems performances 

figures [11] [12]. 

  

Figure 2: Military technical system analysis. 

 

Source: [11] 
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2.3.1 Multi-criteria method 

Multi-criteria methods are used in the alternative valuation phase of the military 

technical analysis. In many cases several factors are weighted to produce a good 

result. The method of weighting is subjective and must therefore be compensated with 

a broad spectrum of competence [12]. 

In this study Saaty´s method [13] is used in combination with Metfessel´s allocation  

of 100 points. Saaty´s method is a structured technique for organizing and analyzing 

complex decisions, based on mathematics and psychology. It falls in under analytical 

hierarchy process, which was developed by Tomas L Saaty during the 1970:s.  

In the application of the Saaty method, criteria are evaluated pair by pair, in a scale off: 

1 – equal (in inverted form 1/1); -  

3 – slightly preferred (in inverted form 1/3); -  

5 – strongly preferred (in inverted form 1/5); - 

7 – very strongly preferred (in inverted form 1/7); - 

9 – absolutely preferred (in inverted form 1/9); 

For example criteria 1 is slightly preferred – (3) and criteria 2 is very strongly preferred 

– (7) gives a ratio of 3/7 and in inverse 7/3. This evaluation creates matrix on which 

you calculate the weighing vector (vi) to be used in Metfessel´s allocation of 100 points. 

[14] The intermediate calculation needed is the geometrical mean (Πi) of each criteria: 

For a data set of: 

(𝑎1, 𝑎2, … , 𝑎𝑛) 

(1) 

The geometrical mean is: 

(∏ 𝑎𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

)

1
𝑛

=  √𝑎1, 𝑎2, … , 𝑎𝑛
𝑛  

(2) 
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For a relation of each criteria, the sum of all geometrical mean´s is calculated: 

Π𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ ((∏ 𝑎𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

)

1
𝑛

)

𝑛

𝑘=1

 

(3) 

The elements of the weighting vector vi = (v1 ; v2 ; …, vn) are calculated by dividing 

each criteria’s geometrical mean Πi by Πtot.: 

𝚷𝒊

𝚷𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

(4) 

In e.g. criteria 1, Π1 is shown in Πi column in the Saaty method: 

𝒗𝟏 =
Π1

Π𝑡𝑜𝑡
=

2,015

8,761
= 0,23 

(1) 

2.3.2 SWOT-analysis 

An SWOT-analysis is used to evaluate different alternatives Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats. It is important that the different systems are evaluated  

to perform the same task in the same scenario. In this case it is the task of carrying 

soldier equipment near to the squad or platoon in a combat scenario. The SWOT-

analysis consist of 4 steps to optimize and determine the best solution of the systems 

compared. 

In step one it is essential to make the goal and purpose of the analysis clear, to make 

it more focused on the task. Requirement of the systems are concretized in relation  

to the goal. 

The second step is identify the factors that are essential for the goal to be achieved. 

To make a discrepancy between Strength and opportunities, are strength the inner 

factors and opportunities are outer factors. This is also true for the discrepancy 

between weaknesses and threats, weaknesses are inner factors and threats are outer 

factors [12, p. 116]. 
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To identify the factors the following questions can be asked; 

 What are the strength of these three systems that contributes to the goal  

of small unit logistics? 

 What are the internal weaknesses in relation to small unit logistics? 

 What opportunities emerges in the combat environment of the systems? 

 What threats emerges in the combat environment? 

The third step is to make conclusions drawn from the factors earlier identified.  

The conclusion should be drawn to optimize the strength and opportunities of the 

system and how to minimize weaknesses and threats of the system.  

The fourth step is to implement these conclusion in to enhancements of the system. 

For example by modification, tactical adaptation or to conclude that the system  

is insufficient. 

2.4 Sources 

The experts are chosen for the multi-criteria method are professionals in technical 

aspects, logistic aspects and method. They are all active officers both the Czech  

and the Swedish army.  

The reviewed literature is Swedish and Czech military technical and doctrinal 

documents from the department of logistics and military technical department  

of Swedish national defense collage. Data and performance figures of the UGV are 

from taken from journals, developers and their respective website. Sources for  

the horse is taken both from written literature and interviews with horse experts.  

Other sources are from military journals and the Swedish school of sport and health 

sciences.  
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3 Data analysis 

In this chapter data is collected for each of the three systems, the horse, LS3 and  

the TAROS v2. The data is analyzed with the methods described above.  

3.1 Horses 

For the Finnish army the horse was ideal for transporting supplies and munitions  

to the front. Mainly due to the road-less and rough forest terrain near the border of the 

Soviet Union and Finland. The terrain became even more inhospitable during the 

Winter War with the temperature dropping down to minus 40 degrees Celsius 

 [5, p. 124&130], and snow depths around 100 cm. A normal combustion engine of the 

time was useless in these conditions. In Finland there were 347 000 horses by 1940, 

almost all of them where Finnhorses, a breed native to Finland. The Finnhorse was 

well adapted for the rough conditions, and was used to carrying and dragging heavy 

loads. It could also survive by finding food from the forest when the army was short  

of feed. It was described by the Finns as calm, durable, persistent, understanding, 

enduring and amongst several other honest [5, pp. 126-127]. It was a family horse that 

was used daily by farmers and workers in the Finnish countryside. When the Winter 

War broke out the farmers had to give away their horses for the army, often without 

much opposition. At the time the Finns where unified in a self-sacrificing spirit 

 [5, p. 130]. 
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In the army they were used to transport ammunition, mail, food, laundry and troops. 

They were also used to bringing back wounded soldiers from the front lines.  

Where there were no roads to be found, they used Purilas (travois), a kind of wheel 

less cart, to transport both soldiers and equipment shown in Figure 3. [5, p. 126]. 

In the field it was hard to take care of the horses, especially during the Winter War. 

With the extreme conditions, the men needed to wake up in the middle of the night  

to walk the horses that where standing outside. Some improvised shelters where dug 

out in the snow to keep the horses safe [5, p. 130]. The horses where feed a mixture 

of paper pulp and oats, mostly paper pulp. In the Continuation War many of the horses 

starved eating only sand. The men feed them leftovers to keep them healthy.  

They even went in to “no man’s land” to get hay for their beloved horses, some of them 

did not survive. 

22 000 Finnish horses died or where lost during the wars, not all of them  

due to the enemy. In some cases food was scarce and hard to deliver to the front-line 

troops. So sometimes it was a “necessary evil” to kill a horse for food. But the horsemen 

did not kill their own horses, they preferred captured horses of Russian decent.  

It became a welcomed addition to a otherwise poor soldier diet [5, p. 133]. 

The relationship between the Finnish soldier and their horses was strong, to them they 

were more than just a tool. The Finnish soldiers regarded their horses as comrades  

or even more, they could talk to them about feelings they could not express to other 

Figure 3: Finnish Purilas 

 

Source: [5]  
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men. The horse also shared the same hardship as the soldier and many soldiers  

had been brought up with a horse. Some men went as far as risking their own life for 

the horse that help them [5, p. 135]. The horse, and indeed all animals where regarded 

as innocent victims of man’s foolhardiness. They had no part in the destruction created 

by man. 

Within the horses natural instinct of fleeing danger, comes their adaptability to war. 

The horses learned to take cover during incoming artillery barrage, eventually they 

learned the sounds and the vibrations associated with incoming fire. Which led to that 

they could detect fire earlier then the soldiers. Giving, through body language  

of the horse, the unit an earlier warning of danger. They used their ears to mark out 

where the incoming fire was coming from, the horse became a sort of “RADAR” for the 

experienced horseman. They also showed acts of heroism and bravery, even when 

they were injured they still kept going and bringing wounded soldiers to the hospital. 

One time a horse and its soldier where surprised with a sniper attack, both the horse 

and the soldier where injured. But the horse took the soldier by himself to the supply 

troops even though the soldier had fallen in to unconsciousness [5, p. 139]. 

This mutual human-animal relation is not only materialistic, it is personal. In war they 

have to depend on each other to survive. They have to trust each other to make  

the right decisions, just as man has to trust his comrades. And as they shared the same 

hardships, the same danger they became more than just friends. They became 

brothers of war. 

In the Swedish Armed Forces the last unit that used horses in active service where  

the ranger battalion. In 1965 a comparison trial where ordered, between the horse and 

an all tracked vehicle. The result of this trial was that the horse got turned down mainly 

because of the poor payloads [15]. Horses are still in service today in the Swedish 

Armed Forces, but only in governmental parade purposes. 

There are several different breeds to be considered in my analysis, a part from the 

Finnhorse. When it comes down to facts few figures are stated in the sources and 

interviews. The analysis will rely on statements of the breeds strength and 

weaknesses, in search for terrain capabilities, endurance and maintenance issues. 

The focus are on common European breeds that were used for manual labor. 
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3.1.1 Mobility 

In an interview with the Stable Master at Military Academy Karlberg, former squad 

leader at the Dragoons Battalion's 4th Squadron, Mounted royal guards, Martin Liland. 

He states that the horse can easily can traverse through all terrain, especially favorable 

in forest where normal motorized vehicles have problems traversing. When it comes 

to snow capabilities, the horse can with ease traverse 30cm of snow, as the snow gets 

deeper must the horse “plow” through the snow. This becomes a strain on the horse’s 

endurance. Above knee level it becomes really exhausting for the horse and is not 

recommended [16]. 

Many of the horse breeds are adapted for the environment they live in. Those who live 

in cold regions, have a shorter stature, a long thick winter coat and thicker skin.  

They also have whirls in their coats that diverts water from the sensitive parts 

 [17, p. XIV]. The same stand for those breeds that live in mountainous areas, deserts 

or on the steppes. The different breeds are not able to live outside their natural habitats.  

An expensive hot-blooded stable horse would not survive one night in the arctic 

 [17, p. XVI], while an Icelandic horse would have huge difficulties surviving in the 

desert. This is a factor to have in mind when dealing with different horse breeds. 

The terrain capabilities of the horse is emphasized in the texts above, they are used 

where no roads can be found and where ordinary mechanized vehicles cannot 

traverse. Also the fact that the breeds are well adapted for their environment they live 

in, whether it is mountainous or desert brings me to make the conclusion; that horses 

are well adapted for all terrain conditions and have excellent terrain capabilities.  

The horse is capable to traverse all terrain except for open water, fast flowing rivers 

and deep snow. 

Martin Liland states that normal walking pace is 6-10km/h, in trot 13-20 km/h and  

in gallop above 40 km/h. Another source says that a workhorse can do one kilometer  

in 15 minutes which comes down to 4km/h, while a normal horse can do a kilometer  

in 10 minutes, 5km/h [18, p. 406]. Furthermore a gallop is conducted at 27km/h,  

(not the top speed) [18, p. 651]. It should be stated that these figures are recorded  

in late 19th century from an Swedish family encyclopedia. Wikipedia states that  

a normal walking pace is on a average of 6.4 km/h, for trot 13 km/h and for  

gallop 40-48 km/h [19]. The world speed record for a horse is that of 70.76 km/h, 

recorded in the United States [20]. All these figures are depending on the breed. 
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As earlier mentioned the figures stated in the sources are inconclusive, so a estimate 

must be made. Since this study will focus on working horses, the figures used will  

be that of 5 km/h for walking pace, 13km for trot, 40 km for gallop, which also accounts 

for the top speed. Figure 4 shows the dimensions of the horse with and without a rider.  

The maximum dimension without a rider will be used as a benchmark, 4×8×9 feet that 

is approximately 122×244×274 cm (Width, Length, Height). 

3.1.2 Endurance 

In the interview Martin Liland states that a horse should not be carrying more the 150kg 

of weight, it can carry more but you endanger the horse to injuries. On gravel roads 

with a trolley, the horse can easily drag 1000kg of weight. In Hendricks B. Encyclopedia 

of horse breeds there is a reference to a horses carrying 200-300 pounds, 90-136kg, 

in South America [17]. Furthermore there is a reference to the logging industry where 

horses could drag up to 10m³ of wood, nearly 8 tons [21]. Another reference is shown 

in Hediger Ryans book of a horse that knew when the maximum load of 250kg had 

been put its purilas [5, p. 138]. It is hard to determinate what precise load a horse  

is able to carry, it depends on the breed, the carrying equipment, training and the 

Figure 4: Dimensions of the horse

 

Source: [29] 
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individual horse itself. For this study, the carried weight of 125kg, and dragged weight 

of 250kg without a trolley, will be used as a benchmark. 

When it comes to range Martin Liland describes that a horse can easily walk a whole 

day with a soldier and its equipment, approximately 125kg, with normal marching 

routines. And in the older days, during war planning, you could trot the horse  

to a service point every 60km, where a messenger could change horses to a fresh one 

and continue the journey. He concludes that the range is at least 60km per day,  

with heavier loads the range is reduced by several 10km. Since the thesis  

is on workhorses with loads, the benchmark for range is a whole day at walking pace 

(8 hours, 5km/h) a 40km a day. 

Martin Liland states further that a horse is feed 4kg of fodder three times a day, in total 

12kg of fodder. It takes approximately 20 minutes for each time, and normally you have 

to wait 45 minutes for the horse to go back to work again, a total of 1 hour and  

5 minutes. During summer time the horse requires less amount of fodder as it can feed 

of the ground. This capability is also described by Hedgier Ryan. The benchmark  

is therefore a maximum of 12 kg fodder a day. 

The reliability of the horse is described in the texts above. As Martin Liland furthermore 

describes it, the war horse will go through hail of led doing as it is told.  

And Ryan Hedgier emphasized the bound between human and animal as something 

extra. As the horse is indigenousness to its climate it will have very little risk to falling 

sick or wounded to other things than the enemy's bullets. In Finland they had horse 

hospitals and veterinarians in the field to keep the horses healthy.  

They are a uncomplex species that has been evolving and surviving for thousands  

of years. This brings me to the conclusion that the reliability is very high  

and the “breakdown susceptibility” is fairly low. 
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3.2 LS3, Legged Squad Support System 

Figure 5 shows the Boston Dynamics LS3, Legged Squad Support System,  

it is a evolvement of the BigDog pack mule program.  

Figure 5: DARPA LS3 

Source: [22] 

And as the name suggests it is a four legged robot under development by DARPA, 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, United States of America. The LS3  

is nearly completing its 24 month test cycle in cooperation with the US marines. 

The LS3 is the result of a multimillion dollar project to relieve the soldier of their heavy 

loads. It started 2009, and has been in development ever since.  

Several enhancements have been made, not only to the software with improved 

reliability, but to the hardware giving it a greater survivability to small arms fire [23]. 

These enhancement alone cost nearly 10 million extra US dollars. Alongside its must 

have abilities, the LS3 accepts 10 voice commands, such as start engine, stop and sit, 

as well as follow the leaders path command. This command will make the LS3 follow 

a soldier in the path that is suitable for the robot [24].  
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There are several videos on the project posted on YouTube, some of them attached 

below. 

LS3 - Legged Squad Support System, 10th September 2012 

Legged Robot Testing in Desert, 3rd October 2013  

AlphaDog Legged Squad Support System (LS3) Follow The Leader Field Testing, 28th 

December 2012  

The videos are promotional and supplied by Boston Dynamics and DARPA.  

But they shows some of the capabilities of the LS3. When analyzing these videos,  

you have to be very careful to draw conclusions, since these are edited for commercial 

purposes. 

3.2.1 Mobility 

According to DARPA the LS3 can go anywhere where the squad goes, in the videos  

it shows the LS3 traversing undergrowth, knee deep snow, forward slopes, reverse 

slope and mountainous terrain. A Chinese science review by Zhuang HongChoa, 

concluded that the BigDog team, hence the LS3 team (Boston Dynamics & DARPA) 

has solved several core problems of quadruped robots. They also maintain that the 

LS3 has high terrain adaptability as described above, with the addition of water  

and mud terrain capability [25]. In conclusion the LS3 can traverse all terrain except 

for open water and fast flowing rivers as the horse. 

According to requirements posted by S-MET the LS3 must obtain a speed of 38 km/h 

for shorter bursts of 200 meters. Zhuang HongChoa states that the LS3 little brother 

BigDog can reach a speed of 2 m/s in a running trot, which comes down to 7.2 km/h. 

He also states that a trotting BigDog is capable to reach approximately 1.6 m/s,  

5.76 km/h [25]. The LS3 is a development of the BigDog and the sources have  

not been confirming nor denying that the LS3 is capable to reach these speeds.  

The top speed and marching speed remains inconclusive, therefore an estimate must 

be made. In this case I draw the conclusion that, for the LS3 to meet the S-MET 

demands it must have a top speed of at least 38 km/h and a marching pace of 4 km/h 

[4], which also is the benchmark. For the dimensions of the LS3 only estimates are 

found, the same dimensions as the horse 122x244x274cm (Width, Length, Height). 

https://youtu.be/R7ezXBEBE6U
https://youtu.be/LJZQ3n-iQYE
https://youtu.be/65keq1_vYhA
https://youtu.be/65keq1_vYhA
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3.2.2 Endurance 

Zhuang HongChao states that the LS3 is capable of carrying a payload  

of approximately 180kg and that it can carry enough fuel to undertake a 24 hour 

mission as well as covering approximately 32.2km [25]. Boston Dynamics states  

on their official site that it can carry 400 pounds, 181kg, and have a range of 20 miles 

32km. Zhuang HongChao states that their data relying on published data,  

which I presume is from Boston Dynamics. The sources are few and inconclusive yet 

again, so an estimate must be made. For this study I will use the benchmark  

of 180kg of payloads, 24 hour of fuel and a range of 32.2km. 

As for breakdown or service intervals, no data has yet to be found. But the complexity 

of the system relying on several sensors such as LIDAR, stereo vision, ring laser gyro, 

linear accelerometers, GPS combined with an internal combustion engine [25]. Zhuang 

HongChao describes a generic legged system as: 

A heavy-duty legged robot is a complex multiple message system. To obtain system 

information in real time, and generate correct introductions to actuators, it is necessary 

to improve the speed and reliability of information processing for the systems  

of heavy-duty legged robots. 

Owing to loading variations, measuring and modeling inaccuracies, random external 

perturbations, etc., the development of a perfect control algorithm is very difficult,  

if not impossible, for heavy-duty legged robots. Thus, an intelligent control algorithm 

should be developed that not only meets compliance requirements but also is much 

simpler. 

The large mass and volume of the power source influence the performance  

and practical application of heavy-duty legged robots. Therefore, it is necessary  

to improve the energy efficiency of heavy-duty legged robot power systems, or develop 

newly self-contained power systems that have greater power, lower mass,  

and decreased dimensional volume [25]. 

Based on Zhuang HongChao review the fuel consumption should be higher than  

an average wheeled vehicle, although no real figures are to be found. The TAROS 

generator consumes 3 liters per hours. I estimate that this type of vehicle takes 

approximately 1.5 times that. So 4.5 liters per hour, 108 liters per 24 hours.  

And diesel is 0.85 kg per liter, 91.8 kg/24hrs.  
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And also being in a development stage and the fact that it have not been proven in war 

yet, brings me to the conclusion that it is fairly unreliable as of this stage. In the analysis 

the reliability benchmark will be set to low. 

3.3 TAROS V2 

In 2013 the Czech University of Defence, in support of VOP CZ, started developing  

a middle sized UGV under the code name TAROS 6×6 shown in Figure 6.  

Source: [26] 

Generally it is intended for combat and logistical support of mechanized, 

reconnaissance and Special Forces. As suggested it has six separately powered  

and suspended wheels, which counts for its all-terrain capability. There is one video  

of the TAROS that is linked bellow: 

Česky vojenský robot TAROS 6×6 V2, 13th November 2014.  

  

Figure 6: TAROS V2 

https://youtu.be/grv5GrjTwDQ
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Figure 7 shows the internals of the TAROS, driven by six 10kW engines a total 60kW 

approximately 80hp. Furthermore are the wheels independently steerable which 

account for good maneuverability. 

Source: [26] 

The TAROS is capable of making own decisions based on criteria and finds the best 

path accordingly. But it still needs an operator, with an operator terminal  

and/or a tactical operator vest. TAROS is modular with an base as a 4×4 configuration 

and it can be extended with up to 8×8, depending on the mission. Usually it is extended 

to a 6×6 model as a standard configuration. There are two 2×2 modules, the 2×2E and 

2×2R, the first comes with an additional diesel power plant and a generator for 

recharging the batteries, the second comes with a robotic arm. 

3.3.1 Mobility 

When talking to one of the developers of TAROS, Jan Mazal he states that the TAROS 

is capable to traverse even the most difficult terrain. Other sources all state that  

the TAROS is an all-terrain vehicle and in the video the TAROS is shown traversing 

some rugged terrain. It is relatively light, approximately 1000-1400kg  

in 6x6 configuration. And therefore have a power to weight ratio of approximately  

57 hp/ton. The torque figure is 1000nm per motor, to tame this immense torque is each 

wheel fitted with a separate drive-train. A wheeled vehicle will always have problems 

when traversing rough terrain such as mountainous and deep snow,  

with the advantages of speed and energy efficient wheeled locomotion. The top speed 

Figure 7: TAROS V2 Internals. 
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of the TAROS is 25km/h for an extended time, compared to the LS3 38 km/h in short 

bursts. Marching pace will be estimated to 20km/h. [26] 

The sources have yet to state, in videos nor in text, what terrain it cannot traverse.  

So for this study I will use the benchmark that the taros can traverse all terrain, except 

for deep snow > 30cm and shallow waters. The TAROS is not amphibious and has the 

dimensions 175×287×156.5 cm (Width, Length, Height) [26].  

3.3.2 Endurance 

When it comes to payload, range and fuel consumption, some data are still untested. 

It is developed as a multipurpose platform for both logistics and weaponry.  

Since its wheel-based it should also take a load greater then a legged robot. 

Furthermore one of the developer stated that the range with the diesel generator  

is almost unlimited. Jan Mazal states that with the diesel generator it can  

be in continuous operation for 20hrs and without for 10hrs. The diesel generator 

consumes 3 liters of diesel per hour for 10 hours, 72 liters of diesel per 24 hrs.  

1 liter of diesel is 0.85kg therefore the TAROS has a fuel consumption  

of 61.2kg/24hrs with the possibility of loading the batteries. Furthermore can the 

TAROS move with only the power of the generator, although very limited in speed and 

strength. As of now is the payload of the TAROS up to 600kg, but it can be developed 

to exceed 1000kg. Range will be 20 km/h for 20 hours leaving it to 400km. I have not 

chosen the top speed merely to avoid to exaggerate the figures of range. And I will 

estimate the reliability of the system to medium, due to the fact that it is modular and 

the parts are easily replaceable. 
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3.4 Multi-criteria analysis 

The multi-criteria analysis is based on data in Table 1 and the criteria’s are derived 

from the theory.  

Explanation of criteria: 

 Snow capable:  Depth of snow the system can traverse. 

 Amphibious:   Does the system have the capability to swim with load. 

 Marching pace:  The nominal speed of the system. 

 Top speed:    The top speed in terrain. 

 Payload:    Average carried load without any trailers. 

 Fuel consumption:  Fuel consumption in kg per 24 hrs. Converted volumes 

to mass. 

 Range:     Maximum range in km. 

 Nimbleness:   Dimensions, a smaller system has greater agility, which 

comes down to terrain capability. 

 Reliability:    Level of reliability. 

Table 1: Data table 

Criteria Horse LS3 TAROS V2 

Snow capable 30 cm 30 cm 30 cm 

Amphibious N N N 

Marching pace 5 km/h 4 km/h 20 km/h 

Top speed 40 km/h 38 km/h 25 km/h 

Payload 125 kg 180 kg 600 kg 

Fuel consumption 12kg/24hrs 91.8kg/24hrs 61.2kg/24hrs 

Range 40 km 32 km 400 km 

Nimbleness 122x244x274 122x244x274 175x287x156.5 

Reliability High Low medium 

Source: own 
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Since snow and amphibious capability is the same for all three alternatives, it can  

be zeroed out. Table 2, shows the modified data for use in the multi-criteria analysis. 

Table 2: Resulting data for multi-criteria analysis 

Source: own 

It also shows weather the criteria should be minimized or maximized. Nimbleness, has 

width as the determinant factor, as width determines how narrow forests and path the 

system can maneuver. Reliability ranges from low to high, giving it the numerical 

representation of 1 to 3. The individual alternatives are labeled a1-a3, the criteria’s are 

labeled k1-k7.  

  

Criteria ki Horse (𝒂𝟏) LS3 (𝒂𝟐) TAROS V2 (𝒂𝟑) Min/max 

Marching pace k1 5 km/h 4 km/h 20 km/h max 

Top speed k2 40 km/h 38 km/h 25 km/h max 

Recommended load k3 125 kg 180 kg 600 kg max 

Fuel consumption k4 12 kg 91.8 kg 61.2 kg min 

Range k5 40 km 32 km 400 km max 

Nimbleness k6 122 cm 122 cm 175 cm min 

Reliability k7 3 1 2 max 
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Table 3, shows the combined averages of Saaty weighing from different experts, 

individual weighing is shown in annexes. 

Table 3: Average weighting from different experts 

Criteria k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 Πi vi 

Marching pace 1 5 1 3 3 3 1 2,015 0,23 

Top speed 1/5 1 1/5 1/3 1/7 1 1/7 0,310 0,04 

Payload 1 5 1 5 3 3 7/9 2,091 0,24 

Fuel 
consumption 

1/3 3 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 0,631 0,07 

Range 1/3 7 1/3 1 1 1 1 0,965 0,11 

Nimbleness 1/3 1 1/3 1 1 1 1/5 0,581 0,07 

Reliability 1 7 9/7 5 1 5 1 2,168 0,25 

       Tot 8,761 1,00 

Source: own 

The averages has been rounded to the nearest smallest interval value, e.g. 2/9 to 1/7, 

6 to 5 etc.  

Experts: 

 Martin Vlkovský, Assistant professor, Department of Logistics [14]; 

 Martin Bang, Postgraduate, Military technical department, Swedish Defense 

University [27]; 

The Πi column shows the geometrical averages of individual criteria and is necessary 

to calculate the weighting vector of vi =( 0,23 ; 0,04 ; 0,24 ; 0,07 ; 0,11 ; 0,07 ;0,25 ). 

In this case a lot of emphasis is put on marching pace, payload and reliability and much 

less is put on top speed and fuel consumption. 
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Table 5 shows application of Metfessel´s allocation of 100 point where consideration 

has been given to criteria k4 and k6 for their minimization. This allows for unified criteria 

comparison.  

Table 4: Application of Metfessel´s allocation of 100 points 

Criteria vi a1 a2 a3 vi × a1 vi × a2 vi×a3 

Marching pace 0,23 17 14 69 4 3 16 

Top speed 0,04 39 37 24 1 1 1 

Payload 0,24 14 20 66 3 5 16 

Fuel 
consumption 

0,07 76 10 14 5 1 1 

Range 0,11 8 7 85 1 1 9 

Nimbleness 0,07 37 37 26 2 2 2 

Reliability 0,25 50 17 33 12 4 8 

TOTAL 1,00 241 142 317 30 17 53 

Source: own 

For e.g. criteria one, marching pace, the proportions must be maintained  

between 5, 4 respective 20km/h. Although the sum of the individual values for each 

criteria must be 100 points. Therefore we use a percentage share for each value,  

in a simplified way it follows: 5 + 4 + 20 = 29; gives the percentage share of 5 / 29 ≈ 

0.17 which equals 17% thus 17 points. 

For minimizing criteria we simply use the inverse of the data value (di): 

𝑑1
−1 + 𝑑2

−1 + ⋯ + 𝑑𝑛
−1 = 𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚 

(1) 

Where dsum is the sum of the data inverted. Then we put the data in to relation to get 

the proportional share, to convert to percentage: 

𝑑1
−1

𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚
 

(2) 
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In example k6, nimbleness, the horse and the LS3 has a width of 122cm and  

the TAROS 175cm, so the proportional share for the horse is:  

1

122
+

1

122
+

1

175
= 0.02210 = 𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚 

(1) 

122−1

𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑚
= 0.37 = 37%  

(2) 

The outputs are the utility functions, value 30, 17 and 53 in the bottom right row.  

As all criteria are converted to their maximization the winner is that with the highest 

score. In this case number a3 which is 2.8 times more points than a2 but only 1.7 times 

more points than a1. Partial inaccuracies are caused by the rounded representation  

of values to the nearest integer in Microsoft Excel. Final rounding of values has little 

impact in the result. 

The result being that TAROS is the leader of the multi-criteria analysis with 53 point 

followed by the horse´s 30 points. These two alternatives will go on to the  

SWOT-analysis.  

3.5 SWOT-analysis 

Step one, the aim of the SWOT-analysis is to analyze the presented systems that can 

carry soldier equipment and be easily accessible whenever needed. It must be able 

undergo longer missions of no or limited maintenance. 
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Step two, 

The Horse 

Strength 

Reliable 

Top speed 

Low maintenance 

Terrain capabilities 

Silent 

Weaknesses 

Not independent 

Have a mind of their own 

 

Opportunities 

Abundant 

Feel danger 

Can be used as sustenance 

Threats 

Unprotected 

Starvation 

Sickness 

 
 

TAROS V2 

Strength 

Payload 

Marching speed 

Range 

Modularity 

Silent 

Weaknesses 

Width, wheel-based 

Mountainous terrain 

 

Opportunities 

Semi autonomy 

Multi purposed 

Threats 

Slow implementation 

Tracks 
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Step three, 

The horse is a reliable proven system that has been used in almost every war up until 

the 21th century. When the industrial revolution and technology made it obsolete, 

motorized vehicles far exceeded the mobility of the horse [28]. But it is still used  

in some armies as a equipment carrier for example in mountainous terrain,  

Romanian mountain troops. With the motorization of European armies it was soon 

outrun by the mechanized armies and the need to replace the horse became apparent 

in the high mobility war of the blitzkrieg [28, pp. 348-349]. Especially when many  

of the artillery pieces were transported by horse span, the artillery fell far behind  

the spearhead. On the other side, was as earlier described the horse a great asset  

to the Finnish war effort. It made a great contribution in the carrying supplies and 

equipment. 

This can be explained by several reasons. One being that at the time Finland army 

was not fully motorized. Which reduced the speed which an army can advance.  

Two Finland geography with its dense forest, many lakes and road-less terrain makes 

the horse a viable option sense they had few vehicles that could traverse these types 

of train. Three Finland was on the defense the majority of the war. This did not cause 

the same problem as for the Germans with the artillery not keeping up with  

the mechanized army. The horse becomes very limited in an all-out conventional 

warfare. It cannot simply keep up in the maneuvering of motorized infantry  

and mechanized forces. But some of the finish tactics are not considered  

as conventional. Motti is a Finnish term for a tactic where you “chop” the enemy  

to small handle able peace’s using small units ambushing the enemy weak spots.  

If the peace where to big, you let it boil until they ran out of munition and supplies. 

This is where the horse can excel as a supply and equipment carrier, small units  

in harsh unforgiving terrain operating for an extended period of time. The horse  

is simple reliable and has a natural instinct and an intellect evolved for the environment, 

just as its human companion. The horse can be with the soldiers when they need it,  

it is silent and leaves a small amount of tracks, compared to tracked vehicles.  

The drawback being that it is a animal and it has a mind of its own, it also grows tired, 

it also has fears, it also grows cold, it also starves and so on. Also it has no protection 

against enemy fire other than its top speed. It is vulnerable just like any mammal,  
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to sickness, starvation and fatigue. This also means that it cannot go into a hostile 

environment like an UGV can.  

As the TAROS is a wheel-based UGV it will have the limitation of an wheel based 

vehicle. So it cannot go exactly everywhere where the soldiers must go. A way around 

this problem is that it can travel fast to a link up point when the equipment is needed. 

So it compensates in some way with a good marching speed. The disadvantages  

of this can be leaving more tracks for the enemy to be spotted. This vehicle can also 

join a motorized force due to its speed and range. This sets it aside from both the LS3 

and the Horse. Also the opportunity of it being a multirole vehicle for more than just 

carrying equipment, means that it has a higher potential for the future. The difference 

form the two UGV and the horse is that an UGV can be developed to reach  

semi autonomy or maybe even full autonomy. 

The horse will always need a soldier to lead it, while a semi-autonomous vehicle  

will not. Jan Mazal states that within 5 years we can start to see semi-autonomous 

ground vehicles implemented in the US forces. And in 10 years we can see some sort 

of mission autonomy, where the vehicles can solve missions on their own.  

When asking him about what level of reliability we can achieve with these system,  

he stated that: The problems are not with the algorithms being to complex or unreliable 

but to time for optimization and tuning of the algorithms. Furthermore the technical 

difficulties of autonomy can and will be solved with time and resources.  

This opportunity in this scenario can make an UGV more than just a logistic platform, 

but a helpful tool for a broad spectrum of scenarios.  

Just like the horse the TAROS and other UGV:s like it will meet with skepticism  

of implementation. The horse being an old technology not to be associated with a time 

of high technology and sophistication. And the TAROS being too complicated  

or too difficult to develop to a stage of reliability. But as Jan Mazal pointed out,  

if we don’t take the time to develop these types autonomy an enemy will. And then  

we can find ourselves in a situation where the enemy has the advantages  

of computational maneuvering and decision making.  
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4 Recommendation 

The recommendation is the UGV in this case the TAROS V2, to this scenario  

due to its payload, range and opportunities. The 600kg payload can be used to pack 

personal equipment that is not in direct need. With an 8 man squad this means that 

each squad member can load 75kg on the vehicle. Realistically the soldiers still need 

their weapons and protection gear along with some ammunition, this accounts  

for circa 15kg, of the 65 kg that the scenario states. With 40kg of less weight  

with 1-3% of performance loss per kilogram of carried weight, you can expect 

approximately 40-120% increase in soldiers’ performance [1]. In for example short 

bursts of running that is common in battle. Also with the high payload of the TAROS 

you can pack more equipment and supplies thus prolonging the duration of a mission. 

For mechanized and infantry unit this means that they can be in battle longer with  

the UGV carrying extra ammunitions and water. 

The range gives it the possibility to move supplies or wounded personnel between  

a battle scene and a pickup point, without stopping to refuel. Or to be on a longer 

mission, with limited or no maintenance. The range combined with the marching pace 

makes it possible for the TAROS to advance with a mechanized force, without being 

loaded on a trailer or trolley. 

The opportunities with a system like the TAROS are more, set apart from the horse,  

it can be fitted with weaponry, reconnaissance sensors, munitions disposal kit, 

medicinal kit and so on. But we are not there yet, all systems like this needs more time 

and effort to become useful on the battlefield. For this scenario the need of at least 

some sort of semi autonomy is apparent. The system cannot take up extra time from 

the soldiers who needs to focus on the task at hand. Therefore the recommendation  

is to continue research on these types of system, due to the improvements in mobility 

and endurance compared to the horse.  
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Conclusions  

The problem with soldiers carrying their own supplies, both in insufficient amount  

of supplies and reduced combat readiness can be solved by an UGV. The horse 

falls short due to limited mobility and endurance.  

The applicability for the result is to motivate continued work in the field of robotics  

for future applications. In both decreasing soldiers carried load and prolonging 

endurance of soldiers. 

The big bottlenecks in this study are the lack of reliable data from gathered sources  

of the UGV:s, since there are both in a development stage and have seen little 

implementation on the battlefield. Secondly a different choice of criteria for  

the Saaty method may lead to different results. Also the authors’ limited expertise  

in choosing criteria makes the mathematical model just that, a model  

and does not cover all different aspects of equipment carrying systems.  

Furthermore the lack of actual comparative testing of the systems in the field stands 

for a big uncertainty in the study. 

The recommendation is for further research in a comparative field study like  

the American S-MET program are conducted where the horse still takes  

part as an option. Also some research must be made to the financial aspects  

of developing UGV:s to that of other solutions, like the horse, organizational solutions 

and lighter equipment.  
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Annexes  

Individual weighting, Martin Vlkovský [14]: 

Vlkovský Martin k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 

Marching pace 1 5 1 1 3 3 1 

Top speed 1/5 1 1/5 1/3 1/3 1/5 1/7 

Payload 1 5 1 5 3 1 1 

Fuel consumption 1 4 1/5 1 1/3 1/5 1/7 

Range 1/3 4 1/3 3 1 1/3 1/5 

Nimbleness 1/3 5 1 5 3 1 1/5 

Reliability 1 7 1 7 5 5 1 

 

Individual weighting, Isak Unnerbäck: 

Unnerbäck k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 

Marching pace 1 5 1 5 1 3 1 

Top speed 1/5 1 1/7 1/3 1/7 1/3 1/7 

Payload 1 7 1 7 1 3 1 

Fuel consumption 1/5 3 1/7 1 1/5 1/5 1/7 

Range 1 7 1 5 1 1 1/3 

Nimbleness 1/3 3 1/3 5 1 1 1/5 

Reliability 1 7 1 7 3 5 1 

 

Individual weighting, Martin Bang [27]: 

 

Bang k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 

Marching pace 1 7 1 3 3 3 1 

Top speed 1/7 1 1/5 1/7 1/5 1 1/7 

Payload 1 5 1 3 3 5 1/3 

Fuel consumption 1/3 7 1/3 1 1 3 1/3 

Range 1/3 5 1/3 1 1 3 1 

Nimbleness 1/3 1 1/5 1/3 1/3 1 1/7 

Reliability 1 7 1 3 1 7 1 


